ON SALE NOW 260 -

Things ARE Getting Better!!!
This list is small but has a few nice things to
tempt you. Thank you all for your patience
and understanding during the horrid world
wide Pandemic—we are very blessed to live
in Australia during this time. Stamps are
great fun to play with, I think a lot more fun
than any old jigsaw puzzle!
KANGAROOS
1. 2d GREY DIE I WMK.
INVERTED Block of 4,
Plate
2,
Pos
R37,38/43,44 with ACSC
listed variety 'extra islands around Tas. (pos
R43) upper pair mint
lightly hinged. lower
stamps inc ACSC listed
variety fresh MUH. SG
35bw cat £450 ACSC
7Ba(2)I cat $1000, plus
premium
for
ACSC
listed variety.....$599.00
2. 3d OLIVE DIE I, PERFORATED
LARGE OS. Superb fresh MUH. SG O5.
ACSC 12Aba cat $1,250……….$749.00

3.
2/- MAROON THIRD
WMK. Perf OS, double, OS
perf in upper margin. Typical Harrison print fluffy
perfs. VF MUH, minute
hinge in margin. SG O77
£380 MUH. ACSC 38Aba
cat $1250 a very pretty
stamp………………. $499.00
4. 5/- GREY & CHROME YELOW Very
fine fresh Mint in very lightly hinged
condition, SG050 ACSC44Ac Cat
$1,250 for ……........................$729.00

5. 5/- GREY AND
YELLOW S G 13 First Watermark
stamp
in mint lightly
hinged
condition, it has very slightly aged
gum…………………………..…..$269.00

6. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 13 First
Watermark CTO Dec 3, 13 cancel, a
jumbo stamp……………..….........$89.00

KGV
7. G28 PINK bw 71ta, watermark inverted fine used, with Michael Drury
Certificate, scarce stamp….$149.00

8. G70 DEEP ROSINE Perforated OS
Die 1 and Die 2 pair,
BW 72J(L) ic in a
mint unhinged stunning joined pair as
shown with top selvedge (tiny hinge in
selvedge)
superb
fresh original gum, with Michael Drury certificate stating “Deep Red Rosine” stunning…………….….$4,249.00
9. G104 CARMINE ROSE Large Multiple watermark, with Watermark inverted, also showing left frame
thinned at bottom corner BE 74Aa
(30) o with a Michael Drury certificate
stating a *UNIQUE stamp—very very
rare……………………….…...$3,749.00
10. G112 BROWISH RED Die 3 fine
used as shown, superb deep colour in
this very rare shade BW 75D, seldom
offered for…………………….$1,899.00

11. 4d LIME YELLOW
as shown,
ACSC 110D, A superb Mint Unhinged
example with a Michael Drury Certificate, a very rare shade especially
one as fresh as this ….…….$1,399.00
12. 4D LEMON YELLOW as shown,
ACSC 110C, A
superb Mint Unhinged example for.……....….$379.00

13. 1/4 GREEN/BLUE COFA Perfect as
shown, a superb Mint Unhinged example for.……....……………....…..$299.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS

14. MINT 1914-1984 In excellent as new Lighthouse
hingeless red covered album (Springback style binder)
I noted a good selection of Kangaroos and KGV as
listed– First watermark mint lightly hinged 2 1/2d 3d
Olive, 5d Chestnut, 1/- Green and 2/- Brown both average used, 2nd Watermark—9d average used, 2/- Brown
fine used, Third Watermark—6d Ultrmarine two shades
mint , 2/- Maroon very fresh mint hinged, Small Multiple
wmk—1/- Green and 2/- Maroon fine mint hinged, 5/nice used, KGV loads of mostly mint some unhinged
highlights include—Die 3 fine used perfect, Small Multi.
Perf 14—4 1/2d Violet fresh mint, 1/4 average used,
Small Multi. 13 1/2 x 12 1/2— 1/4d Average mint, CofA—
fine mint 3d blue and 1/4. 1914 on there are some lovely stamps including 1/- Large Lyre MUH, 1/- Vict. P10 1/2
MUH, 1/6 Hermes no wmk. MUH, 2/- Jubilee MUH, 3d
KGV1 average mint white wattles 10/- Robes thin paper
MUH, fine used thick paper Robes set (3), 9d Sesquicentenary MUH, Arms set (4) MUH, 5/- is thin paper,
Navigators 1964 set mint hinged (4), Basically from
1940 on the collection is basically 90% complete most
Mint Unhinged. 1966-1984 is 90% MUH with the odd
used stamp, so around $150+ just in mint face value. My
discounted list price on items over $10 each comes to
more than $2,500++ in this collection, anything under
$10 is included free, album new would be more than
$500 (this one is really in excellent condition!) for what
is included here, so one only available and save a bundle on this fine collection for just………………. $1,249.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
15. THE WORLD COMMUNICATIONS YEAR 1983 Collection of Stamps from 132 countries in a thick black
leather album, with matching hard slipcase gold embossed. Cost a lot to buy back at issue date, 30 years
back - $485 includes 367 stamps, plus 25 mini sheets,
all MUH, from 132 different countries. The last true
global Omnibus. An official United Nations sanctioned
global Omnibus hence all the countries being part of it.
Full sets of stamps, fresh MUH, from REAL countries,
including all the popular ones............................. $99.00
16. STANLEY GIBBONS 2018 British Empire Catalogue
in colour 1840-1970 in “as brand new” condition, at a
bargain price of…………………………………………$49.00

17.SOLOMON ISLANDS 1907-1983. A beautifully presented mint collection housed in Large Green old time
illustrated Scott’s album. Clear mounts have been
placed on some of the pages, the balance are very very
lightly hinged—I noted A complete mint very fresh set
of 1907 Large Canoes SG 1-7 Cat. £275, best I have
owned for many years. The 1913 KGV set is mint to 2/6,
1939-51 KGV1 Definitves complete Unmounted mint SG
60-72 Cat. £90, 1956-60 QE11 complete mint lightly
hinged except the £1 which is unhinged SG 82-96 (17)
£100, the collection to 1983 is 95% complete. Also includes 1940 Postagae Dues mint lightly hinged complete SG D1-8 £100+ With more than £800+ in Catalogue
value ($1400++ Australian dollars) this collection is so
cheap even if you just need a superb set of large canoes at this price, as it would cost more than $600 to
buy lesser quality of the better sets from the UK, s o a
real bargain……..……………………………………..$399.00
18. STAMPS OF THE WORLD—STANLEY GIBBONS :
2018 Edition (Special Offer – 6 Volume Set)- This worldleading simplified catalogue provides the perfect reference material. It is easy to use with illustrated descriptions of all the world’s stamps with an assessment of
their current market values. Stamps of the World have
been re-priced both mint and used • Straightforward
easy-to-use listings, ideal for collectors who do not require more specialist information, such as watermark,
perforation or shade changes • Illustrated in colour
throughout• Universally recognised Stanley Gibbons
numbering system Including definitives, commemoratives, miniature sheets, postage dues, official stamps
and other special purpose postage stamps • With clear
colour illustrations and the design of each stamp accurately, full set of six just………………..……………$395.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
19. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
20. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
21. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
22. THE ISOLATION—SAVE ME BOX……………$ 749.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

